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SVOFFICE ™ 5/WR key features
• Large Regional Models: Efficiently create and analyze large regional numerical groundwater flow models with millions of nodes.
• Nonlinear Analysis: Stable analysis of nonlinear unsaturated models.
• Handle Complex Geometry: Model complex geometry including pinch-outs.
• NEW SVDESIGNER™ Conceptual Modeling Module
• Automatic Mesh Generation and Manual Refinement.
• Easy to Use: Featuring a familiar user interface with easy to understand functions and redesigned icons.
• Import soil properties from the SVSOILS™ database of over 6200 soils.
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This presentation
• Presents the results of benchmarks created to test the performance of the new groundwater and geothermal modeling system.
• Performance of the system is discussed as well as challenges and hurdles encountered in the collaboration.
-It is difficult to find enough benchmarks in 3D
-SVOFFICE supports multiple solvers (FlexPDE, SVCORE, FEHM) -Benchmarks are comprised of Journal papers and models run in multiple solvers -Solution matches were compared in terms of matches in porewater pressures and flow volumes
• The ability of the system to scale up to model field-scale systems will be discussed.
Benchmarking -Flow Through a Dam
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Total head (h) result from Chapuis et al. (2001) Total head (h) result from SVFLUX WR Flux rate difference between WR/GE = 3.5%
Benchmarking -Rapid Filling
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Total head (h) result from SVFLUX GT Total head (h) result from SVFLUX WR
Benchmarking -Confined Flow Under Spillway
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Description of the example model from Holtz and Kovacs (1981) The contour of head (h) and select streamlines under the dam 
Benchmarking -Non-isothermal geothermal modeling
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• the effect of topography driven flow on the development of convection cells in a groundwater aquifer • Free convection cells 
3. Ability to model field-scale systems
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• Large models of 1-3M nodes have been solved
• Solution has been proven fast for unsaturated non-linear solutions
• Solutions of models with thin layers are improved
• Many benchmarks have been successfully solved to date
Ability to model field-scale systems
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Coupling with Geotechnical Slope Stability
Summary
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• Interest in benchmarking the combined SVFLUX/SVHEAT + FEHM software • Software has passed 2D, Axisymmetric, and 3D benchmarks • Additional benchmarking has been performed by comparing solutions by running solutions in multiple solvers (FlexPDE, SVCORE, FEHM) • Accuracy of the solver in terms of comparisons to pore-water pressure, and flow calculations has been reasonable to date • Speed of the solver in terms of solving unsaturated flow problems has been exceptional • Abilities of the solver related to solving thin-layer models has been improved over other solvers • Opens the possibilities of solving models of increased complexity in the following areas -Complex unstructured meshes, double porosity / permeability, multi-component reactive contaminant species, improved speed in unsaturated flow problems
